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When the history of Nigeria is told, a lot is said about the coming of the Portuguese (15th
century) and the British (16th and 19th centuries) for trade, evangelism and slavery. These
stories are widely documented. However, not much is said about the other citizens of the world
who, defying the odds, and seeing the same prospects, traveled to West Africa for similar
pursuits and have contributed, in several ways, to its growth and development through the years.
Among this group of persons are Jamaicans, and this book is a modest attempt to tell their story.
This coffee table book contains 50 profiles of Jamaicans who have lived in what is present day
Nigeria, from 1842 to date , and narrates the untold story of their contribution to the Nigeria story
in the fields of education, healthcare, agriculture, faith, media, government and so much more.



One LoveOver 100 Years of Jamaicans Contributingto Nigeria’s DevelopmentPublished
byRAINBOW PUBLISHERS LTD.30 Harold Wilson Drive, Port Harcourt, NigeriaTel +234 803
550 8579info@rainbowbookclub.org,jambookproject@gmail.comcopyright Rainbow Publishers
Ltd. First edition published in 2020Second edition published in 2021All rights reserved. No part
of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted, in any form or
by any means, electronically, mechanical, photocopying or otherwise, without the prior written
permission of the publishers and copyright holders.Cover design by Kemi LijaduToEvery
Jamaican who has called Nigeria home.In particular to Claire Lorina Bassey (Nee Dickson),my
mother, whose life and love inspired this work.AcknowledgementsLet me begin with a ‘thank
you’ to the Jamaican High Commission for their support of this work, particularly High
Commissioner Esmond Reid and his predecessors Ann Scott and Acting Commissioner John
Clarke.Literally, it has taken a village to make this book see the light of day. The many active
villagers on this project have included my fellow Jamaican-Nigerian ‘children’: Marina Osoba
(née Manuel), Aima Lijadu (née Ediale), Kele Ndiomu (née Adams) and Seyi Opanubi. I am
grateful to them all. Thanks also to Kemi Lijadu (whose grandmother is profiled here), who not
only designed the cover, but came up with the title for this book.My appreciation goes to Lindsay
Barrett, whose wealth of knowledge about Jamaicans who have lived in Nigeria greatly enriched
this work.I also appreciate Michael Williams, who brought his communication and marketing
experience to bear in support of the work.Thank you to Rina Okonkwo for her help with the
editing.I thank all those who told us their stories and everyone whose contribution has enabled
this work.Finally, I thank my husband and children for their support and sacrifice over the course
of this work.Praise for One LoveThis new work by Koko Kalango is a fitting tribute to the many
sons and daughters of Jamaica who have embraced Nigeria as their new home and have
enriched its growth and development in multiple spheres. The title, One Love, evokes the strong
bonds of unity and generational alliances that represent the common heritage that is shared by
Jamaica and Nigeria. Koko Kalango must be commended for her insight and vision, in giving
voice to the outstanding contribution of Jamaicans to Nigeria’s evolution as a modern,
independent State. The timing of the book’s publication is especially poignant, in the midst of
growing global awareness of the challenges faced by persons of African descent, in asserting
their rights and dignity across the Diaspora. Nuff respec’ to Koko Kalango and the many
Jamaicans and Nigerians who continue to fashion a dynamic and collective history.Esmond
ReidHigh Commissioner, Jamaican High Commission, Abuja, NigeriaOne Love… is a testament
to the strong historical bond of friendship between Nigeria and Jamaica as exemplified in the
excellent people to people relations bound by blood and culture… As such, the celebration of
another anniversary of relations between our two countries presents an excellent opportunity to
showcase this wonderful book that features the evolution of both countries since the early
1800s. The author, who is partly Nigerian, has been able to successfully narrate, in a most



readable and attractive style, a comprehensive historical account of the growth and
development of relations between Nigeria and Jamaica that cover two centuries. The book is a
must-read for diplomats, researchers, the academia, and the general public.Geoffrey
OnyeamaHonourable Minister of Foreign Affairs, NigeriaOne Love… is an important addition to
the history of Nigeria. This book chronicles the significant contributions of Jamaicans to
Nigeria’s development in the 19th and 20th centuries. Some came as missionaries, some as
spouses, some came as entrepreneurs and they sowed their skills into the colony of Nigeria and
then into the independent nation after 1960. These pioneers realized the Pan-African dream of
Marcus Garvey, returning to Africa to help build the continent. Hopefully reading about the lives
of these pioneers will help to inspire new generations of the African diaspora to engage more
with the motherland. Chibundu OnuzoNovelist, HistorianContentsAcknowledgementsPraise for
One LoveForewordPrefaceIntroductionPart 1 - PRE-AMALGAMATION
(1846-1914)PreambleAndrew Chisholm and Edward Miller - MissionariesRobert Campbell -
Publisher, Educator, BusinessmanJohn Edward Ricketts - Missionary, Educator,
IndustrialistLucy Imogene Stewart - Missionary, EducatorAmos Wynter Schackleford -
Industrialist, Entrepreneur, PoliticianLackland Lennon, MBE, OBE - Missionary, Educator,
Pharmacist, Industrialist, PoliticianPart 2 - AMALGAMATION TO INDEPENDENCE
(1915-1960)PreambleCaroline and George Hitchman - Missionaries, EducatorsWilford Elijah
Petgrave - EngineerNoel Wilfred Moss and Sidney Akinola Moss - Publishers, MusicianLucius
Emmanuel Scott - Preacher, Educator, AgriculturistOlive Bakare - Administrator,
EntrepreneurMyrtle May Abulokwe - EducatorClaire Lorina Bassey - Entrepreneur,
EducatorMillicent Joyce Igiehon - Health ProfessionalMaysie Dankaro - Health
ProfessionalAudrey Okoro - Health ProfessionalViolet May Ezebuiro - Health ProfessionalPat
Uddoh - Health Professional, Educator, SportspersonPart 3 - POST-INDEPENDENCE
(1961-2020)PreambleBANKERAlison Okoi-ObuliCIVIL SERVANTCarlene Angela Alaja-
BrowneCIVIL SOCIETY LEADERSIzarene Aret-AdamsEdna AsijeEDUCATORSDorothea
Baxter-GrilloPatrick WilmotSheila Y. AlliCarmen LattyENTREPRENEURSEsmada
NwangwuVinnette Carol AdesunloyeBeryl EdialeLorna OpanubiMabel PamElaine
NyongSherese IjewereHEALTH PROFESSIONALSRhona ManuelAdeline Ndoma-EgbaCynthia
MbonuLinda EzikpeMerlene Adella David-WestRuby Rona AlagoaNorma Agoro-
KessingtonSybil MomohJosephine AyubaShirley TemmehCynthia NwosuMarjorie Elaine
AtakoIvette SoluadeMEDIA PROFESSIONALSLindsay BarrettJackie PayneJoyce
OgunshuyiMichael WilliamsPostscriptThe Legacy ContinuesPublisher’s
noteCreditsSponsorsAbout the AuthorForewordNigeria is made up of many peoples and our
ethnocultural diversity is a central part of who we are. We have always been a multicultural hub –
sometimes a trading hub, sometimes a migration route – and many people have once called
Nigeria home. From the mid-19th century, Jamaicans became a key part of the Nigerian story.A
brief lesson in history: Centuries ago, Nigeria lost thousands of her people to the horrific trans-
Atlantic Slave Trade. While most never survived to return, some of their descendants now form



the nation of Jamaica. This book is not just a chronicle of people who left one country for another
- it is more than that. This is a story of a stolen people who found their way back home,
assimilated into the society they encountered on their return, and made impacts across all facets
of the Nigerian society.Some of our earliest missionaries came from the island of Jamaica,
namely Andrew Chisholm and Edward Miller, whose 19th century mission translated the whole
Bible into Efik! But looking beyond Christian missionaries, Nigeria was a popular destination for
many migrant populations in the 19th and early 20th century. The Saro people from Sierra
Leone, for example, and the ‘Amaro’ people from Brazil had already settled in and around Lagos
by the time that the first wave of Jamaicans came to our shores.In the early 20th century, the
Governor-General of Colonial Nigeria, Sir Lugard, put out a call for Jamaicans to come and work
on our railways and invest their skills in the country. This was what brought Amos Wynter
Shackleford to our shores, who is renowned for transforming our bread industry with innovations
such as the dough brake and the ‘Shackleford loaf’ which now serve as a quintessential taste of
‘home’. He even went on to serve on the Lagos Town Council, and founded Nigeria’s National
Democratic Party (NNDP) alongside Herbert Macaulay.If we fast-forward to the years following
Nigeria’s independence, it was then that we welcomed the largest number of Jamaicans. A
number of them who came at that time stayed, even during our tumultuous war years, with many
serving in our hospitals providing support for the wounded.This book is the story of Jamaicans
who chose to build lives here, make homes here, and raise children here. To our Jamaican-
Nigerians, we are honoured that life led you here and this book is a reminder that your
contributions are felt, embraced and appreciated. Thank you for all you have done, and are
doing, to enrich our collective story.Prof. Yemi Osinbajo (SAN)Vice President, Federal Republic
of NigeriaThe histories and destinies of Jamaica and Nigeria are inextricably linked by blood and
circumstance. We also share the aspiration to overcome any element that would seek to stymie
our collective efforts to grow and flourish as leaders within the international community. On the
basis of those strong ties, we have made tremendous progress at the bilateral and other
levels.But there is certainly much more that can be accomplished, given our innate creativity as
a people and strong determination to succeed. Jamaicans have long formed part of the social,
economic and cultural fabric from which modern Nigeria has evolved. They have infused their
natural ability to “tun han’ and mek fashion” (apply creative insight) into the delightful mosaic of
languages, cultures and religions, that define the Nigerian melting pot.One Love is an invaluable
tool in our efforts to appreciate the journey and the significant contribution of Jamaicans to
Nigeria’s development. It takes the reader on a colourful expedition that meanders through the
darkness of the Middle Passage, the pre and post-colonial experience in Nigeria, the events
leading to Independence and the fashioning of the new Nigeria, which emerged in the period
after Independence.The book offers profiles of fifty Jamaicans who have left an indelible imprint
on the Nigerian landscape for more than 150 years, since the first recorded arrival of Jamaicans
in the mid-1800s. The stories are not unlike those of the myriad Jamaicans who have constituted
the Diaspora in different parts of the globe. The central theme reflects men and women



(primarily from humble beginnings) who settled in Nigeria and applied their respective talents in
diverse fields including health, education, journalism, energy, religion and commerce, in an effort
to transform and uplift their communities and the prospects for enhanced cooperation between
Jamaica and Nigeria, at different levels.These are among the many considerations that have
informed the renewed emphasis being placed by the Government of Jamaica on leveraging the
knowledge, skills and experiences of the Jamaican Diaspora, in forging and sustaining national
development. This has culminated in steps towards the adoption of a National Diaspora Policy
and the recent establishment of a Global Jamaica Diaspora Council which aims to benefit from
the active engagement of Jamaicans in Nigeria and other parts of the world.This latest work by
Koko Kalango, also pays homage to the fiftieth anniversary of the establishment of Jamaica-
Nigeria diplomatic relations, that is being observed in 2020. This is a landmark achievement
which bears testimony to our bonds of friendship, which have translated into strong collaboration
as bilateral partners and within international and regional bodies such as the United Nations
family, the Organization of African, Caribbean and Pacific States and the Commonwealth.I
heartily commend Koko Kalango on this creative and inspired perspective on Jamaicans in
Nigeria and Jamaica-Nigeria relations in general. I also readily recommend One Love to all who
seek a deeper understanding of cultural diversity and integration, as reflected in the profiles of
those Jamaicans who have been transplanted and imbued with new life in Nigeria.Senator the
Hon. Kamina Johnson SmithMinister of Foreign Affairs & Foreign Trade of JamaicaPrefaceSome
of my fondest childhood memories are of excursions to places like Oguta Lake, Kono Beach,
Onne Refinery, and boat rides from Marine Base in the company of my mother and her West
Indian sisters, and their children. These excursions were part of the activities of the Afro
Caribbean Social Club of Port Harcourt, through which members bonded. They also collectively
gave back to society. There were similar organisations around the country – the Calypso Club in
Enugu, the Coterie Club in Ibadan and Benin, and the Nigerian West Indian Association in
Lagos. From their many charity initiatives, these associations raised monies to embark on
impressive philanthropic causes. Over the years, beneficiaries have included orphanages,
homes for people with disabilities, and skills acquisition centres. The West Indians in Nigeria
and their children consider themselves family. If one was travelling to another part of the country,
you only needed to know there was a member of the family there and you were assured a home.
Their offspring, like me, belong to two worlds - Nigeria and the West Indies. Homemade bread,
ginger beer, rice and peas, rum and coca cola, fresh juices and salads, beautiful gardens – all
these were part of our lives, as we were brought up with the Caribbean culture they had brought
to their adopted land of Nigeria. As I grew up, the stories of West Indian men and women around
Nigeria grew with me and I felt they needed to be told.Although I had already began gathering
these narratives, the decision to be the one to tell them, and in particular those of the
Jamaicans, came on an emotional trip to Jamaica, in 2017, where I was celebrating my 50th
birthday. On our way back from Springfield, Hanover, where we had gone to visit my mother’s
oldest surviving sibling, 90-year-old Uncle Victor, we stopped in Mount Catherine where my



grandparents, Martin Luther Dickson and Adlin Maud Dickson, are buried. At their graveside, I
relived the journey that had brought people like my mother, Claire Lorina Bassey, from this
beautiful place with ‘Many Rivers to Cross’ (borrowing the words of Jimmy Cliff), to their original
home of Africa. Jamaica, a little island of just over 10,000 square metres and about 3 million
people, was home to Marcus Garvey and Bob Marley and is home to Usain Bolt. Harry
Belafonte, Colin Powell and Naomi Campbell are some of the renowned folks with roots in
Jamaica. This land of wood and water gave the world reggae music and has produced four Miss
Worlds. No wonder it is described by this patois saying: Wi likkle but wi tallawa (we are small but
powerful). It is that indomitable Jamaican spirit my father, Justice P.O.E. Bassey, paid tribute to
when he hosted Jamaican High Commissioner, Robert Miller, at our home on his official visit to
Port Harcourt in 1999.Jamaicans made contact with the land that would become Nigeria as far
back as the mid-1800s. From that first encounter, this book spans 174 years and is divided into
three parts; pre-amalgamation (1846-1914), amalgamation to independence (1915-1960) and
independence to date (1961-2020).As I pieced my story together, a pleasant pattern, that is
personal to me, began to unfold: the profiles that open the three parts of this book are situated in
Calabar, my hometown. In 1846, Andrew Chisholm and Robert Campbell sailed in with the
Scottish Reverend, Hope Waddell; in 1915, George and Caroline Hitchman arrived; and, lastly,
Allison Okoi-Obuli in 1973. Incidentally, the most recent of those we have profiled, Michael
Williams, also came to work in Calabar in 2012. The Calabar High School in Kingston,
established by the Jamaican Baptist Union in 1912 and named after this Nigerian town, lends
weight to this interesting connection. The affinity that has developed between the people of
Nigeria and Jamaica was captured in the rapturous outbreak of joy by Miss Nigeria, Nyekachi
Douglas, when Miss Jamaica, Toni-Ann Singh, was pronounced Miss World 2019.One Love, the
title of this book, borrowed from the lyrics of Bob Marley, reflects the unity and affection between
Nigeria and Jamaica, symbolised by the lives and experiences of those profiled here. In the
course of this work, I have come across many wonderful stories. It would have been impossible
to capture all of them. I had to make the painful decision to limit the number to 50, symbolic of
the years Nigeria and Jamaica have had diplomatic ties, and I was determined to publish in this
significant year.This work has been an emotional journey for me. Some of those who told me
their stories (Mrs. Adeline Ndoma-Egba, Dr. Dorothea Baxter-Grillo and Mrs Linda Ezikpe),
passed away before the book was published. But memories of relating to them, and to others
like Hon. Dudley Thompson and Mrs. Genevieve Thompson (Nigeria’s first High Commissioner
to Nigeria, and his wife), further strengthened my resolve to keep at this project.While I find
every story in this book inspiring, I must make special mention of some; Edward Ricketts, Lucy
Steward, Lackland Lennon, Lucius Scott, Dorothea Baxter-Grillo and Patrick Wilmot. For the
heights their husbands attained and their influence in society, Jamaican women must be
acknowledged. I made an effort to feature men as well as women and to tell stories from different
parts of Nigeria. Also, I listed the people in the order in which they came to Nigeria. Most of
those profiled here contributed in multiple ways, but since I had decided to place them in career



sectors, I had to choose just one of the many things they did. This book is a seed of sorts. It is
planted as a modest attempt to tell a representative (as opposed to a comprehensive) story of
how Jamaicans have contributed to Nigerian society through evangelism, education, health,
agriculture, engineering, politics, media, public and private sector work. It is my hope that this
labour of love will encourage more of such narratives and similar efforts to document other
Caribbean nationals. I hope this work will strengthen the ties between both peoples and provide
a foundation for building a more mutually beneficial future.Koko KalangoIntroductionWhen the
history of Nigeria is told, a lot is said about the coming of the Portuguese (15th century) and the
British (16th and 19th centuries) for trade, evangelism and slavery. These stories are widely
documented. However, not much is said about the other citizens of the world who, defying the
odds and seeing the same prospects, travelled to West Africa for similar pursuits and have
contributed, in several ways, to its growth and development through the years. Among this group
of persons are Jamaicans, and this book is a modest attempt to tell their story.A small island
country in the Caribbean, originally inhabited by Tainos, Jamaica has a population of
approximately 2.9 million people. Despite its size, it has produced many individuals with big
names and big dreams who have gone on to influence the world in no small way - making waves
that reverberate across time and space. For some, their Jamaican roots are well known; for
others, not quite so. Collectively, they run the spectrum of every conceivable human
engagement, from sports and fashion, to politics and entertainment.Jamaica’s most renowned
sons and daughters include: Bob Marley, Harry Belafonte, Marcus Garvey, Naomi Campbell,
Peter Tosh, Yellowman, Shabba Ranks, Sean Paul, Shaggy, Tyson Beckford, Grace Jones,
Notorious B.I.G, Claude McKay, Jimmy Cliff, Donovan Bailey, Usain Bolt, Shelly-Ann Fraser-
Pryce, Merlene Ottey, John Barnes, Raheem Sterling, Yohan Blake, Gregory Isaacs, Sanya
Richards-Ross, Busta Rhymes, Heavy D, Patrick Ewing, Linford Christie and Colin
Powell.Besides its iconic personalities, Jamaica has gifted the world with reggae music, which
has spawned a global movement in the millions. On 29th November 2018, UNESCO inscribed it
on its Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. And in 2015, Kingston
was named UNESCO Creative City for music. While in its embryonic state, reggae music was
the voice of the marginalised, but now it is played and embraced by a wide section of society,
across generations, ethnic lines and religious groups. Its contribution to international discourse
on issues of injustice, resistance, love and humanity underscores the dynamics of the element
as being at once cerebral, socio-political, sensual and spiritual.Nigeria and Jamaica formalised
bilateral relations as independent countries in 1970 but, from our research, the first wave of
Jamaicans to visit and settle in Nigeria dates back to the mid-19th century. Among the earliest to
arrive were Andrew Chisholm and Edward Miller, missionaries, who came to Calabar in 1846.
Then, there was Robert Campbell (1829-1884) who came to Lagos in 1859 and Edward John
Ricketts (1857-1908). Others include the missionary couple, Jacob and Lucy Stewart (CMS
Niger Mission), who lived and worked in the Awka/Onitsha area between 1905 and the early
1920s. Most of these early settlers came evangelising and educating the indigenous



population.By far, the largest number of Jamaican nationals settled in Nigeria after the country’s
independence in 1960. Mostly female, qualified healthcare providers, they had been educated in
England, where they met Nigerian students studying engineering, medicine and law, among
other courses. They struck up romantic relationships, married and eventually relocated to
Nigeria. These unprecedented unions grew into a sizeable Nigerian-Caribbean community
decades later, leading to unquantifiable gains on both sides.They have impacted their
communities and contributed immensely to various sectors of society: education, healthcare,
hospitality, media, religion and horticulture, to mention just some. However, perhaps their
greatest collective effort for the public good was marshalled into philanthropy and social
services, through associations such as the Afro Caribbean Social Club in Port Harcourt, the
Nigeria West Indian Association (NWIA), the Calypso Club in Enugu, the America Caribbean
Club aka Coterie of Ibadan & Benin, and Nigerwives (an umbrella body for foreigners married to
Nigerians), which has chapters all over Nigeria.Part 1PRE-
AMALGAMATION(1846-1914)PreambleJamaica and Africa share ancestry and cultural ties.
Over 90% of Jamaicans can trace their roots to Africa. From around the 15th century, thousands
of slaves from west Africa arrived in Jamaica, in what was known as the Middle Passage. The
Middle Passage was one stage of a triangular trade that originated in England with ships
carrying goods, which were exchanged for purchased or kidnapped Africans who were
enslaved. The slaves were transported to the West Indies, where they were sold or exchanged
for goods like molasses and sugar, before the ships set sail for the last leg of the journey, the
return to England. The three primary west African regions of origin for enslaved Jamaicans and
their descendants are the Gold Coast, the Bight of Benin, and the Bight of Biafra.The enslaved
Africans dominated the sugar industry in Jamaica that grew so rapidly that the 57 sugar estates
in the island in 1673 grew to nearly 430 by 1739. Indeed, as Charles Leslie wrote in the mid-
eighteenth century, “Jamaica is a constant mine whence Britain draws prodigious riches.”
Unhappy with their lot, the slaves initiated several rebellions, like the Easter Rebellion of 1760
led by Tacky, and the Christmas Rebellion of 1831 led by Sam Sharpe. Faced with mounting
pressure against slave trade from several quarters, the British abolished slavery in Jamaica
completely by 1839, although the Emancipation Proclamation was read on August 1, 1834.Post-
emancipation, Jamaica’s sugar economy declined due to wars, natural disasters, competition
from other high-volume producers and a lack of free labour. Many plantations went bankrupt. Ex-
slaves founded communities and started growing and selling their own crops in local markets.
Before long, they were able to attend schools and, for those who acquired education, upward
mobility came quicker. They became ministers of the gospel, teachers, civil servants and so on.
Life after emancipation was not easy, as evidenced by the protest march against injustice and
poverty in 1865, known as the Morant Bay Rebellion. Yet, former slaves seized the opportunity to
make the most of the freedom that they had fought so hard to obtain.The latter part of the 1800s
saw Jamaicans leaving their country to work in Panama, Costa Rica and the United States.
Those who emigrated to the U.S. were disproportionately literate and skilled, with a significant



number being professionals or white-collar workers.Disheartened by the slim vision of racial
equality in America, many freed black people, some of whom had never set foot in Africa,
yearned for the place their ancestors called home. Some of these transatlantic migrants to Africa
hailed from Jamaica. They were traders and others professionals, such as journalists. They
wanted to participate in advancing Africa, some as agitators in the growing Black nationalism
and pan-Africanism; others as contributors in the fields of education, civil service and
medicine.The above is not an exhaustive explanation of how and why Jamaicans came to the
region that eventually became Nigeria, in the late seventeenth to early eighteenth century. For
example, in 1861, the Church of England in Jamaica founded the Jamaica Home and Foreign
Missionary Society. Drawing financial aid from religious bodies in England, it deployed
missionaries, including Jamaican converts, to west Africa. Britain deported Maroons from
Jamaica to Sierra Leone in 1800. Maroons were slaves who ran away to the island’s
mountainous areas and formed communities as free men and women, when the Spanish
occupiers of Jamaica surrendered to Britain. In addition, Britain settled freed slaves of African
descent and from the West Indies in Freetown, Sierra Leone. Freed slaves migrated from
Freetown to Nigeria to evangelise under the auspices of religious groups like the Church
Missionary Society (CMS). In 1872, there were 68 West Indians living in Lagos. And the story
goes on and on.In the words of Howard Pyle, “Jamaica, like many another of the West Indian
islands, is like a woman with a history. She has had her experiences and has lived her life rapidly.
She has enjoyed a fever of prosperity founded upon those incalculable treasures poured into her
lap by the old-time buccaneer pirates. She has suffered earthquake, famine, pestilence, fire and
death; and she has been the home of cruel, merciless slavery, hardly second to that practised by
the Spaniards themselves. Other countries have taken centuries to grow from their primitive life,
through the flower and fruit of prosperity, into the seed time of picturesque decrepitude. Jamaica
has lived through it all in a few years.”Andrew Chisholm and Edward MillerMissionariesThe first
set of Christians to evangelize in Old Calabar (in today’s Cross River state) arrived in April 1846
and included two Jamaicans: Andrew Chisholm (a carpenter) and Edward Miller (a teacher).
They were burdened about the land of their roots and had undertaken to carry the gospel to
west Africa whenever they were freed from slavery. Chisholm and Miller were part of a small
team of six persons led by Reverend Hope Waddell. Waddell had cut his missionary teeth many
years earlier in Jamaica, aged twenty-five, preaching and growing eager congregations among
the slave population in the sugarcane estates.“These persons have relinquished comfortable
situations and favourable worldly advantages in Jamaica, that they may devote themselves to
the great work of spreading the Gospel in Africa,” a periodical noted of the team’s trailblazing
mission to a part of Africa known to the West for war, human sacrifices and chaos. Converted
West Indians were joining the effort to evangelise Africa. Decades after slave trade ended, kings
Eyo Honesty II and Eyamba V sent word to Queen Victoria, requesting missionaries to teach
them about God and help educate the people. After sailing for three months, the missionaries
arrived on the shores of Calabar to a warm welcome by both rulers and their subjects.“Now, I am



sure God will love and bless me, for I am very glad you come with [the Bible],” Eyo Honesty is
quoted to have said at the reception.And so, the missionaries wasted no time planting stations
and out-stations in Creek Town, Duke Town and several other neighbouring communities. As the
years passed and the thirst for more knowledge of the Scriptures increased among the locals,
the Presbyterian Church sent more Jamaican and Scottish missionaries. Their extensive
evangelism efforts covered the South East and South South of Nigeria. Hope Waddell also set
up Nigeria’s first printing press. After twenty-two long years, the mission had translated the
complete Bible into the Efik language, one of three African languages to enjoy the privilege at
that time. Their toil, devotion and achievements opened the floodgates for missionaries of other
denominations into the area. Jamaica and Scotland combined to influence Calabar history, not
for evil but for good, and seasoned it more abundantly.A significant part of that influence was the
coming of Mary Slessor in 1876 and, through her efforts, the abolishing of the killing of twins and
the establishment of the Hope Waddell Training Institute (HWTI) in 1895. A comprehensive
school, it followed the Scottish omnibus school concept, intended to meet the urgent industrial
and technical training needs.The HWTI served this purpose and more. Its classroom would
produce a good number of men who later occupied high offices in the Nigerian government and
public service, among them the country’s first indigenous president, Nnamdi Azikiwe. It is also
on record that the institute was where the games of football and cricket were first played in
Nigeria; the latter introduced by a Jamaican teacher, Mr. Forster. Amongst its earliest teachers
were also other Jamaicans like Manderson-Jones, Ballantyne, Louise Allan McCommack. Some
of them like McCommack took time off their teaching careers, went to England, qualified as
lawyers and returned to Nigeria where they practiced law and took up appointments either as
magistrates or judges.Robert CampbellPublisher, Educator, BusinessmanRobert Campbell was
born in Kingston in 1829. After years of struggling to earn a living wage and not quite
succeeding, he decided to move to the United States. He was then in his twenties. He arrived
and settled first in New York and later in Philadelphia. Soon, he began to experience the
prevailing marginalisation of, and racism against, blacks in the country. Feeling increasingly
frustrated, he hoped for an opportunity to seek his fortunes elsewhere. He was determined to
leave the USA and could not be persuaded to stay.The opportunity to leave came in 1859 when,
while working as a science and geography teacher, he was invited to join a small expedition
headed to Africa to scout possible locations on the continent where African-Americans who
wished to return could be comfortably accommodated. His tour of Africa, with physician and
writer Martin Delany, lasted nine months, the most part of it spent in Lagos, Abeokuta and
hinterland communities. However, plans to secure unoccupied land in Egbaland for the future
emigrants did not materialise.“The native authorities, everywhere from Lagos to Ilorin, are willing
to receive civilised people among them as settlers… they would, however, be opposed to
independent colonies,” he concluded in a pamphlet chronicling his journeys.But, his tour of
major and minor towns in Yorubaland had helped him to see what potential the environment had
for anyone with the requisite skills and expertise in commercial farming and agricultural exports



(cotton and cash crops inclusive), mining, construction and education, to name just a few.
“There is much room for enterprise and energy. [And] there is a decided demand for intelligent
coloured Americans.” And so, in 1862, aged thirty-three, he returned to Lagos, this time with his
immediate family, a wife and four children. He lived there until he died in 1884, aged fifty-four.
While there, he thought up and founded several businesses, including photography, soap-
making, salt production, brick-making and brewing. By far, one of his most remarkable
contributions to the Lagos of the time was his publishing of the Anglo-African, a weekly
newspaper. That singular effort, though it lasted for just two years, would help to inspire and train
a long list of other printers and publishers who were either hired by the colonial government or
went on to float their own publications.With Anglo-African, Campbell also promoted the
expansion and development of education in the colony, advocating a system that tended
towards not only religious teaching but also complete development of the human personality, the
grooming of the moral, intellectual, and physical aspects of the indigenous students. For that, he
was well-regarded as one of Lagos’s leading intellectuals.Perhaps, it is to honour his positive
contributions and memory that there is today a Campbell Street (adjoining Broad Street) on
Lagos Island.John Edward RickettsMissionary, Educator, IndustrialistJohn Edward Ricketts,
from Stewart Town, Jamaica, was born in 1857. He was educated at a school run by Baptist
missionaries and later worked as a Sunday School teacher at the Stewart Town and Gibraltar
Baptist churches near Kingston. The church had strong relations to the American Baptists.At the
age of 30, Rev. Ricketts left for Congo, as a missionary of the American Missionary Union
(ABMU). A few month later, he was joined by his wife, Leticia. Together, they worked as
schoolteachers and Sunday school teachers. In 1892, the Ricketts returned to Jamaica.With
financial support of a British philanthropist, he attended the African Institute at Colwyn Bay in
Wales. The institute was founded in 1889 by Williams Hugh, a former missionary to the Congo,
as a practical training centre for indigenous missionaries from Africa. The students were
equipped to work independently of Western denominational missions or else in a non-
dependent partnership with white missionaries by applying the trade learned at Colwyn Bay.
Here, Ricketts met two Nigerian students, Prince Ademuyiwa Haarstrup and Mr. Mojola Agbebi
who were instrumental in the journey of the couple to Nigeria from Great Britain, in 1895.Upon
arrival in Lagos, and with the support of his friend, Ademuyiwa Haarstrup, Rev. Ricketts was able
to find a suitable place in the little town of Agbowa, in Ijebu Remo district. Haarstrup, a native,
introduced Ricketts to the local authorities, and Rev. Ricketts was given land by the Baale
Ogujah, the local ruler, to build a house and a church. Ricketts learned the Yoruba language
easily. This, coupled with his friend’s goodwill, made it possible for him to enjoy a cordial
relationship with the local people.Rev. Ricketts began a church and a school, where both
children and adults were taught reading and writing. He started an industrial farm which was to
become the centre of the mission. The young pupils attended the school in the morning and in
the afternoon worked in the fields or received some vocational training in carpentry and joinery.
At their farm, a variety of crops - bananas, coffee, sugarcane, and cocoa - were grown. Also,



they produced and sold unrefined sugar. The farm products were not only for home consumption
but for markets as far as Lagos.One year after the Agbowa Industrial Mission opened on 1st
February 1896, Rev. Ricketts’ five children and his sister Mary Monroe came to Nigeria. Mrs.
Hinds-Smith, the British philanthropist who had paid for Rev. Ricketts and his wife’s passage to
Wales and to Nigeria, took care of the travel expenses of the rest of the family as well. The
children were Gershon Adolphous Ricketts, Eliza Ruel Ricketts, Latima Llewelyn Ricketts, Mary
Lewis Ricketts, Joshua Anderson Ricketts. They arrived in June 1897. Three more children were
born to the couple in Nigeria: Caleb Samuel Ricketts, Catherine Setilda Ricketts, who married.
Amos Shackleford, and a child who died in infancy.The work of Rev. John Edward Ricketts
brought spiritual and educational development to Agbowa-Ikosi, while also boosting agriculture.
In 1906, the first products of the industrial training mission school became the pioneer staff of
the Federal Government Printing Press at Broad Street, Lagos. As a result of this work, the First
Baptist Church in Lagos had an increase in membership.Impressed with the success of the
industrial mission, Mr. Mojola Agbebi encouraged Rev. Ricketts to establish a similar mission in
the Lagos vicinity. He did so at the Union Baptist Church, Lagos. Furthermore, the industrial
mission school was approved by the Federal Ministry of Education. Rev. Ricketts acted as a
‘representative missionary’ of the Colwyn Bay Training Institute, and was affiliated with the
American Baptist Mission at Lagos, which supported his endeavours financially. The Agbowa
Industrial Mission presented a rather unique combination of independent church, mission station
and commercial family business. Rev. Ricketts single-handedly turned the Agbowa Industrial
Mission into a prize-winner at every Agricultural Show in Lagos. He formed a farmers’
association of about 800 people. Largely due to his effort, the town was noted for its Western-
style durable buildings. The hygienic measures he introduced drastically reduced incidents of
smallpox. There was peace and joy in many homes due to the regulations he established on
marital relationships. Rev. Ricketts served as a physician, farmer, adviser and schoolteacher.
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